Human F(ab')2-containing immune complexes together with anti-hinge natural antibodies stimulate complement amplification in vitro and in vivo.
The systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) is triggered by C5a generation following an excessive complement amplification, but it has remained unclear how complement amplification is stimulated. It is known that neutrophilic elastase can cleave IgG to F(ab')(2) and that F(ab')(2)-containing immune complexes (F(ab')(2)-IC) stimulate complement amplification together with an unidentified plasma factor. We show that absorption of plasma on F(ab')(2) from human IgG removed this factor and prevented F(ab')(2)-IC from stimulating complement amplification. The required factor was purified from pooled whole human IgG (IVIG) as those naturally occurring antibodies (NAbs) that bind to F(ab')(2), but not to intact IgG. These "anti-hinge NAbs" restored complement amplification by F(ab')(2)-IC in absorbed plasma. Anti-hinge NAbs must have formed secondary, rigidified IC from F(ab')(2)-IC, because the F(ab')(2) fragments evidently captured dimeric C3b, known as a potent C3 convertase precursor. This process may also stimulate complement amplification in vivo, because plasma from septic patients at the onset of SIRS indeed contained F(ab')(2) fragments. The concentrations of F(ab')(2) and that of factor Bb, an unbiased measure of complement amplification, correlated linearly with that of released elastase. Moreover, the F(ab')(2) fragments migrated on gelfiltration columns together with anti-hinge NAbs as ICs with MW of up to approximately 750kDa, as verified on plasma of each of the nine patients studied. These findings provide for the first time a plausible mechanism of how F(ab')(2)-containing immune complexes stimulate complement amplification together with anti-hinge NAbs. The same mechanism may contribute to complement overreaction at the onset of SIRS.